
Thinking Dynamically
A (discrete-time) dynamical system is a

function from a setX to itself

fix -X
-> I * Same space

function space Ithing thatsomeout)
Cthings that

getglugged (n)

Example:X:all real numbers are the number

line ava R

7: R- IRis f(x) =x

Os:the evolution ofthe system, for the

pointX. =6 is

x=b,X, =f(x) =[(6) =3,xz =f(x) =I(3) =2
x4 =f(x3) =i(z) =5
These orbits are related to the geometric sequence

↑aion: f(x) =kt-step in the orbitofX.

warning:f(x) f(f(x) *

· The (forward) orbitofa pointi is the

set 0(x) =[x,f(x),f(x),...



Drawing iterates
& y =x
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Example:X =a finite set (a,b,c}
fix -> X is defined by the arrows in

the following grap

Ch b
8 So f(x) =b
a

f(x) =e

I f(x) =a
o

C

Orbits

a,f(a) =b, fa) =f(f(a)) =f(b) =e,f(x) =a
b,f(b) =c,f() =a,fP(b) =b
2,f(c) =a f(x) =b,fP(c) =e



in this case I=id<- identify transformation

Definition Apointp is called periodic if

f"(p) =p for some positive integer n

The smallestsuch integer is called the period.

Example for f(x) = IX has only one periodic

point, x =0.

Example a De
b b & e are periodic

⑳
N with period 2.

x =3x,b,c3
q

a is preperiodic:
g: x +X

W f2(a) =f"(a)&

2

Definition a pointxis pre-periodic if there

are two integers m in with

=x) =1"xx)

Example x =unit circle=2(x,y) tR2;x+y=13

Pickan angle o ensured in radians.
of(x)

+xf"xe



fix -Xis the counter-clockwise rotation

ofxatangle O.

Also called circle rotation with angle O.

f(x)

if0 =

H, then
·
I

-

"
X

Example X =The synce offinite subsets

ofrational numbers

pex even p cambe p
=[5,E,

I is defined by(for example):

f(35),3) =[5,3
Y =25i3

input:is a finite set
↑

in increasing order
output:the initial setand

the medians oftwo

consecutive initial elements.



Some interesting thoughts:
· Startwith any pair Sa,by. Do you eventually
see all rational numbers between a and be

· whathappens to the gaps between successive
elements?

· Whatis the denominator size? How quickly bothey

grow?


